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igus opens digital innovations trade show 

2020 

More than 100 motion plastics innovations show how customers 

can save costs and improve their technology  

 

In its virtual trade show, igus is now presenting more than 100 plastic 

innovations and product range additions from all areas of motion 

plastics. Around 400 square metres in size, the real stand is now open to 

visitors on the Internet and, using multimedia, provides information on 

the topic of "Cost down, Life up. It’s our job." The trade show is part of 

the digital support given to customers, whereby personal guided tours, 

person-to-person meetings and group meetings on the stand can be 

arranged. 

 

In its virtual trade show, igus is now showing visitors how high-performance 

polymers can be used to sustainably increase the service life of moving 

applications and also reduce costs. "When one trade show after the other was 

cancelled, it quickly became clear to us: we should create our own trade show 

and share it with the world from Cologne", explains Frank Blase, CEO of igus 

GmbH. At its headquarters in Cologne, igus built a 400 square-metre trade 

show stand and placed it on the Internet at www.igus.eu/virtualexhibition. The 

stand is open to visitors. At the individual stations, visitors can make use of 

displays, films and texts to immerse themselves into the world of motion 

plastics - from SPE cables designed specially for e-chains to lightweight drylin 

polymer telescopes and intelligent smart plastics solutions. Links take the user 

to more detailed technical information and videos on the website. 

 

Real stand, virtual visit 

The virtual trade show is part of the extensive digital consultation service 

provided by igus. Anyone wishing to obtain specific, detailed information can 

make an appointment and, together with a customer consultant, can take a 

tour of the stations on the virtual trade show stand in the Internet. A personal 

meeting with an igus product expert or industry expert is also possible on the 

real trade show stand, without the visitor having to leave her/his 

workplace/home office. With the help of a tablet, the expert guides the visitor 

http://www.igus.eu/virtualexhibition
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over the trade show stand and can directly access the exhibited products and 

demonstrate their use on trade show machines. In addition, the stand can be 

used as a basis for a series of tutorials and webinars, which customers can 

use to expand their knowledge relating to all aspects of motion plastics from 

igus. You can find more information on the igus Academy at 

https://www.igus.eu/info/igus-academy. 

 

 

Caption: 

 

 

Picture PM2420-1  

A virtual tour of the igus trade show stand: 150 displays and 40 videos provide 

information to visitors about the more than 100 motion plastics innovations, 

which are clearly set out and can be found very quickly. (Source: igus GmbH) 
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The terms "igus", “Apiro”, "chainflex", "CFRIP", "conprotect", "CTD", “drygear”, "drylin", "dry-tech", "dryspin", 

"easy chain", "e-chain", "e-chain-systems", "e-ketten", "e-kettensysteme", "e-skin", “e-spool”, "flizz", “igear”, 

"iglidur", "igubal", “kineKIT”, "manus", "motion plastics", "pikchain", "plastics for longer life", "readychain", 

"readycable", “ReBeL”, "speedigus", "triflex", "robolink", and "xiros" are protected by trademark laws in the 

Federal Republic of Germany and internationally, where applicable.  
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igus (India) Private Limited 
36/1, Sy. No. 17/3 
Euro School Road, 
Dodda Nekkundi Industrial Area - 2nd 
Stage 
Mahadevapura Post 
Bangalore - 560048 
Phone : +91-80-45127827 (Direct) 
Cell      : +91-9379517885 
sgeorge@igus.in 
Visit us on www.igus.in 

ABOUT IGUS: 
 
 
igus GmbH is a globally leading manufacturer of 
energy chain systems and polymer plain bearings. 
The Cologne-based family business has offices in 
35 countries and employs around 4,150 people 
around the world. In 2019, igus generated a 
turnover of 764 million euros with motion plastics, 
plastic components for moving applications. igus 
operates the largest test laboratories and factories 
in its sector to offer customers quick turnaround 
times on innovative products and solutions tailored 
to their needs. 

http://www.igus.in/

